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About six weeks after its publication,
the “Corona App“ seems to be heading
for success. But does it also hold up to
umlaut’s crucial app security test?

Android version:
Even when looking
at the details, the
differences to the
iOS version are
minor. However,
our security test
showed some
more suggestions
for improvement
under Google’s
operating system.
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iOS version:
The result of our
security evaluation
was still a little
better. However,
in the interaction
with iOS there
was some friction
which was only
fully eliminated
by the upgrade
to iOS 13.6.

Android users must activate the set
ting “Prioritize background up
dates“ in the app preferences. Under
iOS it is suffienct to once activate the
app after installing the update.
So the smaller flaws which had
been identified since mid-June (also
see box on page 72) were after all
accompanied by bigger problems.
Still, it must be acknowledged that
Telekom and SAP reacted very fast
to these incidents. In light of the
often critisised costs (20 Million
Euros for the development of the app
plus an additional 45 Million for
operation, maintenance and an ad
vertising campaign during this year
and the next one) it became at least
clear that these expenses are balan
ced by a solid and – if things get se
rious – also quick response.

Organisational problems as well
The technical challenges are also ac
companied by difficulties in the or
ganisational realm: If the user is
warned by the app about having had
a potentially infectious contact, she
or he should immediately see a doc
tor or the medical emergency service
(phone numer 116 117 in Germany)
and have a test against the virus
conducted. In this case, the app is
supposed to accelerate the informa
tion about the result of such testing.
But still, many of the involved test
labs and public health offices are not
equiped to transmit the results digi
tally. The result will then be commu
nicated by traditional mail, which
takes a lot of valuable time.
By the time of our editorial dead
line, a total of 660 “Tele-TANs“ had
been issued – the PIN or QR codes
required by a user to report and ve
rify a positive Corona test result.
However, the fact that such a code
for the validity check was issued
does not necessarily mean that the
test result was subsequently entered
into the app. Due to the politically
backed decentralised approach, it is
not possible to tell how many people
were in fact informed by the Corona
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t first, everything looked
like a flawless start: Appro
ximately six weeks after its
publication, the Corona warning app (German: Corona-WarnApp) counted around 16.5 Million
downloads – with the numbers con
stantly rising. So the app seemed to
be on the right track to reach the cri
tical mass of 40 Million users which
according to the assessment of ma
ny experts would be a prerequisite
for its full effectiveness. But shortly
before our editorial deadline, the pu
blic has been inundated with reports
about both the Android as well as the
iOS version suppressing notifica
tions even if there was a confirmed
contact with a potentially infected
person. In both cases the energy sa
ving mechanisms of the mobile ope
rating systems 
were to blame –
which completely shut down any
apps running in the background.
Even if in both cases this was
within the responsibility of the
device manufacturers or the system
suppliers respectively who want to
correct these flaws in future updates,
the programmers of Telekom and
SAP reacted quickly. Within a few
days, they provided updates which
were designed to circumvent the
discovered problems.
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Interview

How the Bluetooth proximity tracing works

warning app about an encounter
with a potentially infectious contact.
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Very high level of security
Descriptive: Apple
and Google offer
comprehensible
descriptions of the
procedures on the
Internet (https://
bit.ly/3hf2bvR).

Right down to business: Technically
interested parties
can also find the
detailed protocol
specifications
online (https://
bit.ly/32oTbQm)).

GAP conducts an environment scan
every five minutes. If the ID of a specific
device is contained in three consecutive
scans, the encounter is considered to be
a “match“. This explains the often cited
minimum of 15 minutes for an encounter
registered by the app. The scans are
even conducted in flight mode, so that the
contact registration also works during air
travel. Only if the Bluetooth module is
purposefully switched off, the tracing also
ceases to work.
A simultaneous connection to Bluetooth
headsets or speakers does not disturb the
GAP tracing function. The same applies to
other Bluetooth functions such as transferring files between two smartphones.
As the name suggests, Bluetooth Low
Energy requires very little power. For that
matter, the efficiency of the radio chips was
further enhanced from generation to generation. So users do not have to be afraid of
the proximity tracing to relevantly influence

the battery run times. The newer the
smartphone, the less the Corona warning
app will affect its battery stamina.
As frequently reported, the registered
contacts are stored in a decentralised way,
meaning: locally on the phone. One‘s own
ID will only be uploaded to the servers of
the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) in order to
warn the other app users if the users designate themselves to have been tested with
a positive result and substantiates this result with a PIN or QR code provided by the
testing labs.
Meanwhile, RKI explained that it can
modify system parameters such as the
probability of a contagion, thus readjusting
the warning threshold of the app during live
operation. And the Institute emphasises
that a “red“ notification is no reason to
panic. It only means that the user should
better get tested. Much the same as a
“green“ status within the app is no autho
ritative proof that the user is NOT infected.

A still highly topical question is the
security level provided by the app and
its tracing and notification methods.
connect wanted to know specifically
about this – and thus asked the pro
ven security experts of umlaut to
examine the Corona warning app with
their comprehensive security test.
Good news: Both the tested Android
version as well as its iOS equivalent
offer a very high level of security.
For that matter, the iOS version
scored some points more and even
accomplished the rare grade “out
standing“. The Android version is
awarded a convincing “very good“.
The results in detail: While the
iOS version did not show any pecu
liarities in the category of Data Pri
vacy, the testers found a small theore
tical weakness in the Android imple
mentation. Regarding Data Traffic
Protection, both versions show some
minor room for improvements,
which is even a little more distinct in
the iOS version. The testers had no
complaints when it comes to protec
tion against Impersonation Attacks –
both versions score the full amount
of possible points in this category.
When examining the Secure Code
Practices, the testers benefitted from
the fact that Telekom and SAP had
designed the apps as a public “open
source“ project. However, in the
analysis of the finished compiled
code, the testers notices that both
apps should have used the newest
versions of the applied libraries. In
the Android version, there was also
another recommendation for impro
vement. As is standard for our app
security tests, we deliberately do not
disclose the found weaknesses in
more detail – but of course informed
the developers about them to support
their elimination. In any case, the
convincing test results are clearly a
cause for joy.

Hannes Rügheimer

Hakan Ekmen, CEO Tele
kommunication at umlaut

Mr Ekmen, did the development of
the Corona warning app take too long,
did it appear right on time or should it
have been tested more extensively
before publication?

when in addition to the download
numbers and issued Tele TANs it will
also be known how the overall system
effects the infection rates.

Hakan Ekmen: The disputes about
privacy at the beginning of the project
have led to unnecessary delays. Without them, the app could have been
released already at the end of April. As
the app supports addressing potential
chains of infection more specifically, it
could have been the basis for an earlier
start of easing restrictions. However, it
is a clear advantage that sceptical privacy
advocates now also back the concept
of the app. Let‘s hope that a sufficiently
large user base can be reached quickly,
which is a prerequisite for the system
to actually work. The current download
rates raise such hopes, and the commen
dations of privacy experts also play an
important part in this. Perhaps the app
can reach the relevant user number fast
enough, before we see a possible second
wave of infections.

Do you think the criticism about the
development and operating costs is
justified?

How do you assess the effectiveness
of the app today and also in the
medium term?

Hakan Ekmen: Using the app is
voluntary, so the concept can only work
if a suffiently large user base exists.
We estimate that a total of approxi
mately 40 Million users in Germany is
required in order to achieve this. This
means almost every adult – minus the
10 or 20 percent of the population who
do not own a smartphone at all or use a
model which is too old or not supported.
But even if the user numbers are suffi
cient, the question remains whether the
app can fulfil the expectations. We can
only assess this in a couple of weeks,

Hakan Ekmen: I do not want to pre
sume to be able to judge this question.
It must be considered that in addition
to the actual development of the app on
two platforms and the Bluetooth proxi
mity measurements on a multitude of
end-user devices which has not been
done this way before, there is also the
task of operating a call center and con
ducting an extensive advertising cam
paign. Above that, and in any case: If
human lives can be saved, a nitpicking
cost discussion is just out of place.
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In order to facilitate distance measurements via Bluetooth, Apple, Google and the
bigger smartphone manufacturers had to work closely together.
The Corona warning app requires the socalled Google Apple Protocol (GAP). Because
first of all, Google had to provide and publish
an interface for Android and Apple one for
iOS which would re-purpose the localization
functions for use with the Corona app – a
function which was originally designed for
recognizing inhouse beacons. Apple delivered this modification as part of iOS 13.5
which can be installed from the iPhone 6S
upwards. Some politicians demand to lower
this prerequisite. This would however require
to implement the interface in iOS 12 – a step
that Apple up to now has shown no willingness to take.
In the Android world, the situation is a
little more complex: Generally, the GAP
interface can be installed from Android 6
upwards. However, in o
 rder to succeed in
doing so, the smartphone must support
the Google Play Services, and an according
supplementary update must be provided
for the specific smartphone model. The
newer Huawei models which are not
equipped with the Google Services, such
as for example the Huawei P40 Pro, have
to stay outside for the moment. However,
the consortium of Telekom and SAP wants
to provide the Corona warning app and the
associated tracing interface in Huawei‘s
App Gallery a little later as well.
The described steps are necessary for
two reasons: First, both smartphone
operating systems must basically grant
the C
 orona warning app access to the
proximity tracing based on Bluetooth LE.
Second, the proximity determination re
quires a high level of fine tuning for each
specific smartphone model. The Low
Energy mode which was introduced at the
end of 2009 as part of Bluetooth 4.0 was
not innately designed for measuring dis
tances. Since 2014 and the Bluetooth
version 4.2, the standard has been known
by the name “Bluetooth Smart“ and offers
the technical requirements for tracing.
However, the measurement relies on the
received strength of the Bluetooth signal –
and this varies between different smartphone models.
Thus, with the help of the smartphone
manufacturers, it had to be determined
and calibrated for each supported smartphone model, at which electric field inten
sity the distance between the two phones
falls below the demanded 1.5 meters.

„I am very happy that we can
certify a very good to outstanding level of security to the
Corona warning app.“

How do you assess the results of the
security tests conducted by umlaut?

Hakan Ekmen: I am very happy that
we can certify a very good to outstanding
level of security to both versions of the
Corona warning app – for iOS and for
Android. After all, it would have been
very unfavourable for the spreading and
usage of the app, if major security flaws
would have been identified.
The fact that the Android version
scores a little weaker than the iOS ver
sion, can be explained with the different
security concepts of both mobile opera
ting systems in the first place. With their
frequent updates, Telekom and SAP
prove that the security and functionality
of the app are very important to them.
We are in close discussions with both
parties and gladly contribute with our
test results to making the app even
more safe for its users.
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Security Test Corona warning App
Corona warning App
(iOS)

App
tested version
Operating System

Corona warning App
(Android)

1.0.2 (2)

1.0.4

iOS 13.5.1

Android 8.0 (Security Patch
Level May 1st, 2020)

100%

88%

Security
Data Privacy
Traffic Protection

92%

96%

Impersonation Attacks

100%

100%

Secure Code Practices

96%

90%

Test results
Points Data Privacy 

(max. 332)

332

292

Points Traffic Protection 

(max. 200)

184

192

Points Impersonation Attacks  (max. 268)

268

268

Points Secure Code Practices

(max. 200)

verdict

max. 1000

192

180

976
outstanding

932
very good

SERVICE TEST

Errors and omissions excepted.

Conclusion
Hannes Rügheimer,
connect author

We seldomly were so happy
about a good test result as in
this case: It is good news that
the Corona warning App, which
is already under intense public
scrutiny, scores so well in our
acute security test – and also
a very important result for the
further distribution o
 f the app.
The opportunities for improvements – which have a small
dimension after all – were
disclosed by umlaut to the
appropriate contacts at Telekom
and SAP. Because here we are
especially keen on contributing
to making the important Corona
warning App perfect in every
respect – as quickly as possible.

Regular Updates with Bugfixes
Since the publication of the Corona app in mid-June, Telekom and SAP have been
working continuously on bug fixes and improvements. Updating is highly recommended.
“COVID 19 contact notifications are possibly
not supported by Corona Warn in this region.“
With messages like this one, Apple unnecessarily
unsettled users running the Corona warning App
on iOS 13.5. The reason behind it was a flaw in
the Exposure Notification API of iOS. According
to Apple, the update to iOS 13.6 which was rolled
out in mid-July should have fixed this. By the
way: Beta testers of the new iOS 14 must do
without the Corona warning function alltogether
for the moment, as support for the Google Apple
protocol is not included in the current preliminary
version of the next iOS release.
But also Android users must cope with some
bugs and error messages – such as for example
the message “error communicating with Google
API (10)“. Responsible in this case is once again a
bug in the programming interface for the Corona
warnings, which Google announced to fix in a
future version of its “Covid Exposure Notification“.
Both versions – the app flavours for iOS as well
as Android –, were also affected by faulty indications about the duration of the tracing. If the risk
assessment was switched off intermediately or
interrupted – for example due to foreign travelling
–, notifications such as “Active 15 out of 14 days“
could appear. They are caused by rounding
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 rrors, which the programmers are now
e
eliminating step by step in the course of additional updates.
Errors such as “Cause 3: Something went
wrong“ under Android or “EN ErrorDomain
Error 11/13“ or 5 under iOS were also expe
rienced by some users. The reasons range from
a lack of available memory over using the smartphone with a guest account all the way to a
wrong setting of country informations under
Android.
Fortunately, only a small amount of users are
affected – especially by the more complex, hardto-remedy kind of errors. Generally, it is a good
idea to keep the Corona app, the smartphone
operating system and in case of Android the
“Google Play Services“ and its Exposure Notification services always up to date. The version
histories of the app variants list what has been
improved since the original publication.
If you should still be affected by an annoying
flaw of the Corona warning app: We have
compiled all currently known error messages
and hints to solving them on connect.de.
The adjacent QR code or the short URL
https://bit.ly/2Ov4yxY lead you directly to this
article (however, in German language only).

Busy Programmers: The
Corona warning app is
frequently updated and
improved.
Detailed informa
tion about the
remedy of bugs in
the Corona warning
app can be found
here on connect.de

